UIT Information Security Office

Randy Arvay
Chief Information Security Officer

Leslie Deppe
Judy Yeates
Executive Assistants

Colby Gray
Manager
Security Assurance

Security Analysts
- Jesse Adams
- Nico Holguin
- Rhett "Jonzy" Jones
- Brenden Tyler

Junior Security Analysts
- River Griffin
- Jonathan Hefner
  (3)

SOC Analysts
- Matt DeYoung
- Romney Doria
- Nick McNeal
- Jeshua Pina
- Nate Remyse

Michael Adair
Governance, Risk & Compliance

Students
- Gavin Welch
  Open (1)

Trevor Long
Associate Director
Governance, Risk & Compliance

Ariel Baughman
Laurent Lecointre
Rudy Matthes
Stacey Vincent

Corey Roach
Manager
Enterprise Security

Students
- Leona Craig
- Kelsey Fink

Engineering
- Jake Johansen
- Benjamin Poster
- Ryan Terry
  Open (2)

Security Assessment and Audit
- Dustin Udy

IAM Technical
- Steve Adams
- Daniel Burtenshaw
- Vaibhav Narula
- Rohit Pant
- Bryan Wooten
  Open (1)

Students
- Sergio Castanon
- Alex Tingey

IAM Operations
- Josh Gross
- Warren Malupo
- Charles Wilcox
  Open (1)

Chris Stucker
Associate Director
Identity & Access Management

IAM Projects
- Thanh "Tina" Nguyen
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